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Our focus (Warut Promboon/Umesh Desai)
❖ Still a bullish Asian bond market with less potential rate hike
(2/10 UST spread at 17bps vs. 63 bps last year). Baltic Dry
Index dropped further to 634 and we see this as a signal of
a potential global recession in the near term. Slowing China
with debt problems tells us global economy will have less
help. Low growth and low rates are a recipe for a bullish
bond market but with rising defaults. 2019 will be a good
“flight to quality” year for those who do careful bottom-up
credit homework, to say the least. We prefer IG bonds and
high-quality HY bonds through credit selections.
❖ Trump tweeted to delay the tariff deadline on China. (25Feb) We see the trade war as a symptom of a distrust
between the US and China which will not go away soon and
we do not buy that the notion that a quick resolution will be
reached soon.

China WATCH (Kerry Liu)
China’s Spring Festival, a period for
consumption and spending, indicates the
year of Pig could be disappointing. The
movie box office during this 7-day period
experienced a negative growth, the first time
since 2010. The retail sales growth during
the period also dropped to a single-digit
figure, also the first time since 2005. These
two events show us that the Chinese
consumption growth is slowing down as the
result of the negative wealth effect from the
sluggish property market as we previously
argued. We expect 1Q’19 will still be difficult
for the Chinese economy.
Movie Box Office during the Spring
Festival (RMBbn)

❖ Qinghai Provincial Investment defaulted on a coupon on its
USD300 bonds maturing 2020. The default was a surprise
in our view and the sentiment toward LGFV and Chinese
credits will be hurt. Qinghai is strategically important to
China and this default means the default probability is not
just about the support by the Chinese government. (22-Feb)
❖ HNA cut its stake in Deutsche Bank to 6.3% from 7.4% (17Feb)
❖ Guangzhou R&F’s 2018 profit warning on 2017’s one-off
gain. (17-Feb)
❖ Key bond issuance announcements:
❖ Ronshine China Holdings (25-Feb)
❖ Golden Wheel Tiandi Holdings (retap) (25-Feb)
❖ Redsun Properties (25-Feb)
❖ Shui-On Land (21Feb)
❖ KWG Group Holdings (21Feb)
❖ Modern Land (China) (retap) (20-Feb)
❖ Kaisa Group Holdings (19-Feb)
❖ Logan Property’s 3.5-yr NC2 (19-Feb)
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